
Tascam US-366 Setup Guide for REW 
Since I struggled to get my 366 setup for REW, and found very little direct references to how to set it up, 

I complied some notes and hope they help someone else get going quicker. 

 

First, we start with the physical setup. 

Set switches on the bottom of the unit to: 

Digital In: Optical (not really used, so not critical) 

Line I/O: Output 

Mode: Multitrack (critical to get this right) 

 

Top of unit: 

Mic/Line switch: Mic/Line 

48v switch: 48v (assumes you using a Phantom powered mic, otherwise, off) 

Volume for Input 1: Set per calibration procedure, about 70% on mine 

Volume for Input 2: match to whatever vol 1 was set to during the calibration 

Mon Mix: all the way to Input 

 

Wiring: 

USB to Computer (duh) 

Line I/O 3 RCA jack: RCA cable to feed audio gear to be tested. Typically cabled into a front AUX 

input on receiver or processor. 

Line I/O 4 RCA jack: RCA to ¼” Phono Jack 2’ cable plugged into Input 2/R Phono Jack on front 

  - this is the loopback. During calibration of the Soundcard, this will be plugged into Input 1/L 

Line 1/L: XLR cable to mic 

 

Once the switches and cables are set on the US-366, plug the USB into the PC and launch the Tascam 

App. 

  



Set the Tascam Control Panel Settings as per this image 

 

  



Set the Tascam Control Panel Settings as per this image 

 

 

  



Next, we will launch REW and set the REW Preferences. 

 Pick the ASIO as the driver, then pick the Tascam from the ASIO Device drop down. Then set the 

I/O cannel selection as per this image. Sweep level can be adjusted for your setup. But -12 to -14 

seemed about right in my setup leaving enough headroom. 

 

 

Before you can measure anything, you first need to to calibrate the soundcard: 

Connect the RCA to Phonojack cable from Line I/O 3 to Input 1/L phono jack  

In Windows, open the volume mixer and make sure the JAVA audio preference is at 100% 

 



Open the playback devices control panel and set the Tascam output level to 100 

 

 

 

In the REW preferences, Click ‘Calibrate’ to start the Soundcard Calibration process.  

When the reference tone measurement starts, use a combination of the Windows Sound Input 

control for the TASCAM to set an input level (somewhere between 70 and 90) as well as using the Input 

1 volume level control on the physical Tascam unit (between 50 and 75%) to get the input level to match  

 

 



Once levels are set, click next to start the measurement run that will be used to generate the 

calibration file. 

If the measurement has a kind of sawtooth pattern swings in phase and erratic frequency 

response, there is a setting that is wrong and audio is looping back in. First thing to check is the Mode 

switch on the bottom of the unit, it MUST be in the Multitrack position. 

 

This is what my calibration measurement looked like: 

 

Once the Soundcard is measured, click the ‘Make cal’ button in the preferences pane to save 

and set the calibration file. 

In the preferences, click the ‘analysis’ tab and click on the ‘Use loopback as timing reference’ 

checkbox. 

Unplug the Phono Jack from Line 1 and plug into Line 2. Set the physical volume knob on the US-

366 for line 2 to be identical to line 1’s volume position. 

 

Plug in the Mic and connect to our audio gear and you should be ready for your first test. 

 


